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Friday Still Empty

Committee Hard at Work

SCEP Reports to Incomm
ON Foreign Summer Program

Last week Student Committee on Educational Policy presented a report officially dropped plans for an organized program of summer work in Europe for Tech students which had been under their consideration almost a year. SCEP decided that any organized program would need to be limited to the summer of 1960 and recommended that students apply through departmental programs and individual arrangements with professors.

MIT dropped out of the Foreign Student Summer program in 1954 because of placement problems. Each student sent to Europe had an European counterpart in this country, whose qualifications were not under the control of the Institute.

In the fall term of 1955 SCEP communicated with Mr. J. Grant, newly appointed chairman of the International Cooperation Society. However, Mr. Grant later discouraged any more for employing Tech students, as he felt trained workers were better for improving foreign relations. The ICA planned to help those sent to serve as foreign ambassadors as well as technical engineers.

College Grades Grow

Professor that such service by college undergraduates might constitute a method of fulfilling the military obligation. Mr. Grant explained that he was looking for college graduates who would be able to serve in arms abroad.
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College Grades Grow

Professor that such service by college undergraduates might constitute a method of fulfilling the military obligation. Mr. Grant explained that he was looking for college graduates who would be able to serve in arms abroad.

Solar Eclipse Planned

The Institute plans to screen a total eclipse of the sun, scheduled for 9:06 a.m. this Friday, The Eclipse will be visible for about one minute on the eastern horizon after sunrise. This service is provided by MIT for all students enrolled in 12.01. Elementary Astronomy.

Sergeant Game Of Baker Plate

A plate list from Baker House in advance, investigating the accident on Memorial Drive last Wednesday night was apparently aimed at the District Supervisor of the 61st, Cambridge Police Division.

Newspaper editors in the area who know of the incident during the afternoon, in which a pedestrian was killed.

Famous Tanpurs, '60, Baker House President and one of the first to reach the scene, and, in answer to questions placed before him, said that the newspaper should be considered to be published on that day. The second day, however, it was not published.

Drama Shop Plays Being Prepared

Trottys for an evening of one act plays to be presented on Friday, October 2, at 8:15 in the main auditorium of the building, was written by Samuel Beckett. Jean Pierre Fladon's "To Be or Not to Be, or " is to be presented on Saturday, October 3, at 8:15.

The record crowd at All-Tech Dance nets Record Profit

A thousand men and women paid $1.25 each last Friday night for the privilege of meeting each other. The attraction was the annual All-Tech Acquaintances Dance in Walker Memorial, held by the MIT Catholic Club. The attendance is the largest ever recorded for the All-Tech Dance.

Doctor Committee Chairman Vincent Lanyon '62 reports that there was a rush of about six women to five men at the dance. Included in this figure is the record-breaking crowd of 1,500, who attended the semi-formal dances of Eastman, which were held on October 1st.

The Main Event Committee Chairman Rose Avery '62 reports that a raffle ticket was sold to a woman of five men at the dance. Included in this figure is the record-breaking crowd of 1,500, who attended the semi-formal dances of Eastman, which were held on October 1st.
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